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EritrEa: why dEny basic libErtiEs to onE’s own pEoplE?

A special panelist from the Eritrean capital of Asmara has, on 11 June 2022, turned an Eritrean
opposition symposium to a unique event of its kind not seen since the country’s liberation 31 years
ago. The panelist from Asmara, who appeared virtually to address the Washington DC symposium,
was none other than the US Embassy Chargé d’Affaires, Steven C. Walkter, who is known among
Eritreans for his constant facebook exchanges with the Eritrean minister of ‘information.’
Organizers of the event were the Erisat team of a thriving radio and television media of exiled
change seekers broadcasting to Eritrea so far in four local languages. Held to discuss the role of
free press in democratization process, the symposium was also addressed by author-researcher
and long-time friend of Eritrea as journalist, Dan Connell, and new generation of Eritreans who
grew and lived as victims of the repressive regime in the country before they fled it under huge
risks. They included journalist-poet-author Yirgalem Fesseha and media activist Zakarias Kibreab.
All the panelists, as well as the moderators led by Erisat’s executive director, Henok Tekle, spoke
with expressions of anger and frustration as to why the good people of Eritrea are denied all basic
liberties by their own ‘liberators.’
At the start of his speech, the American diplomat stated that it is any diplomat’s right to engage in
public diplomacy with the people of his/her country of assignment and that is what he has been doing via his Asmara facebook page and by virtually attendance to talk to Eritreans at this Erisat

symposium. He said he and his government were not “for regime change,” a task left for
Eritreans, but to help Eritrea manage itself correctly. He added: “the US wants Eritrea to
succeed… outdated policies sadden me.” See p.2
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EritrEa: why dEny libErtiEs …..
(from p. 1): In what looked as his indirect advice to the repressive regime in Asmara, the US diplomat also stated that:
> A government confident in its legitimacy does not fear the expression of dissent by its citizens… Dissent should not be labeled treason.
> A vibrant and independent press is the cornerstone of any healthy,
democratic and free country.
> Free flow of information, ideas and opinions is essential for domestic stability, good policy making, government accountability and economic prosperity.
> A country denying free press denies a bright future to its people for free press is the cornerstone
for success….Sadly, Eritrea does not have it.
Chargé d’Affaires Steven Walker also regretted that uninformed Eritreans, who are unable to
speak their mind, cannot make good decisions for their own good. And as he has been doing on
his Asmara Embassy Facebook, Mr. Walker urged the Eritrean authorities to release prisoners in
the
country who have been languishing in jail for long decades,
some
of them for up to 30 years.
The
some
too
fessor
ing

other keynote speaker was Dan Connell who pointed out
of the Eritrean regime’s “losing arguments” continued for
long dragging Eritrea and its people backwards. The proof journalist accused the Asmara regime not only of spendresources in destabilizing the entire region but also of its
“poisonous distrust” of truth by refusing to accept the living
reality in Eritrea. Yirgalem Fisseha, herself a long-time prisoner of the regime, recounted in sharp
words the tormenting ordeal she and other regime victims faced and still face in the estimated
360 jails in the country. Zakarias Kibrea of Mestyat Betna media spoke on how free press is stifled
in Eritrea and what the new generation can do to fight back repression and absolute denial of fundamental freedoms in Eritrea…..Kudos to the Erisat Team and well deserved appreciation of the
Eritrean people to the panelists, on top of them, the US Embassy Chargé d’Affaires in Asmara.
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Epdp chairman sEnds thank
you mEssagE to stEvEn walkEr
On 14 June, the EPDP Chairman, Tesfai Woldemichael (Degiga), sent a message to US Asmara Embassy Chargé d’Affaires Steven Walker, expressing his profound pleasure and appreciation for the “appropriate message” he addressed at the Erisat symposium on 11 June direct
from Asmara. He also hoped that the rest of the 29 diplomatic representations accredited to Asmara would follow Mr. Walker’s example.
The EPDP Chairman said he wrote the letter to pay deep gratitude to Mr. Walker on behalf of
his party but believed that the vast majority of Eritreans “at home and abroad, would join me in
deeply thanking you for your being their voice in this manner.”
The message referred to Mr. Walker’s facebook message in which
the diplomat openly told the authorities in Asmara that the way they
were treating their own people was wrong and unfair. He wrote: “You
tried to advice our anti-people regime that we Eritreans did not deserve to be humiliated and to be pushed out of our own country to become helpless refugees across the globe. You tried to tell them that
keeping Eritrea a lawless state under a rogue regime was not good
for its people and the peoples in the entire neighbourhood. You repeatedly told Eritrea’s information minister, Yemane Ghebremeskel,
that misinformation and lies in the end did not serve and save even Iraq’s Sadam Hussein and
his ‘information’ minister, Mohammed Al-Sahhaf.”
The EPDP chairman also congratulated the Erisat TV for organizing a successful symposium
that the US diplomat addressed virtually. He went on: “On our part, EPDP’s Liberty magazine
repeatedly noted and warmly welcomed your writings. Our latest periodical last April even called
upon the 21 embassies, 7 consulates and the delegation of the European Union in Asmara to
kindly follow your good example and openly speak out about all what is going on in Eritrea and
tell their governments to make the necessary pressure to help bring about change” in Eritrea.

anothEr Epdp chair mEssagE to sistEr
partiEs at thE progrEssivE alliancE
In a solidarity message to the conference of the Progressive Alliance in Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, Mr. Tesfai Woldemichael (Degiga), chairman of the Eritrean People’s Democratic Party
(EPDP) congratulated sister parties for this first in-person post-Covid-19 encounter and wished
them a resounding success. The EPDP letter was read at the plenary session on 26 June. In his letter, the EPDP chairman wrote: “We highly regret
that we won’t be able to attend this important event and we recognize we’ll
miss the opportunity to physically meet esteemed friends from various
countries attending it. As you know, we in the EPDP actively attended and
greatly benefitted from several eventful PA conferences in Stockholm, Rotterdam, Brussels, Berlin and a few others since our founding Leipzig conference in the spring of 2013.” He briefly described the Eritrean situation under the ruthless regime, and expressed his party’s confidence
that the Progressive Alliance will play its part in facing the challenges to peace and democracy
in different corners of the world today. The PA Kuala Lumpur conference was held between 25
and 26 June 2022.
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Eritrea situation: same-same in
June 2022 as it was in June 2012
The mandate of UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Eritrea was created in 2012, and so far three UN experts alternated in holding the post. In principle, UN
Special Rapporteurs are entrusted with the right of visiting countries of their assignment for
monitoring and providing periodical situation reports to the 47-member states UN Human
Rights Council in Geneva. The incumbent Special Rapporteur for Eritrea is Dr. Mohamed Abdelsalam Abiker who on 13 June 2022 read a summary of his report to the body saying that,
on top of showing “no tangible progress,” the Eritrea situation is in fact deepening and deteriorating.
Like the fate of his predecessors, Dr. Babiker was refused entry
visa to Eritrea and, as his predecessors did, he had no choice but
to base his findings from Eritrean refugees who escaped the
country recently. And the irony is that Eritrea was allowed a second term in the Human Rights Council to defend and protect
“human rights” in the world.
Dr Babiker’s one year report underlined that the continued involvement of Eritrea in the war in Ethiopia “compounded the severe human rights challenges” faced by Eritreans thus reinforcing
pre-existing patterns of violations. As in the past, the report focused on Eritrea unwillingness to abide by rule of law and to put
limit to its harmful adventures beyond its own borders. Its illtreatment of Eritrean refugees in Ethiopia was also adequately
highlighted in the report. According to him, the worrying trends include:
> The prolonged and arbitrary detention of hundreds of Eritreans for their real or perceived opposition to the Government, which continues to have a chilling effect on dissent
and remains a major source of concern that requires international attention;
> The increased militarization of the country and the continued indefinite conscription of
the population;
> The continuing involvement of Eritrea in the war in Ethiopia, which has serious ramifications for the internal human rights situation, including the increase in round-ups (giffas),
the recruitment of child soldiers and the kidnapping and forced conscription of Eritrean
refugees to fight in the conflict;
> The continued closure of civic space, which remains hermetically shut, with no possibility for Eritreans to express dissent or participate in decision-making;
> A reversal of previous positive trends with regard to the treatment of religious groups,
with increased pressure being placed on such groups and the detention of 47 Christians;
> The systematic use by Eritrea of its membership on the Human Rights Council to oppose scrutiny over human rights violations allegedly committed by the Government, including in the context of the conflict in Ethiopia;
> The increased pressure placed by Eritrea on diaspora communities for fundraising purposes, as well as in an attempt to silence critical voices and political opposition;
(see next page).
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An increase in ethnic and political tensions in Eritrea and for Eritreans in the diaspora as
a result of the rifts opened by the war in Tigray.
The Special Rapporteur notes that the vast majority of the recommendations made by human rights mechanisms, including the Special Rapporteur, the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights and the Committee on the Elimination of Discrimination
against Women, as well as the recommendations from the country’s universal periodic
review in 2019, remain unimplemented.
The Special Rapporteur regretted the continued failure to even start the recommendations. Yet, he once more listed a good part of the key recommendations for another try
with the authorities in Asmara.
From Special Rapporteur’s recommendations asking Eritrean government to:1.Put an immediate end to all human rights violations documented by the Special Rapporteur and the commission of inquiry on human rights in Eritrea, including the ongoing violations highlighted in the present report;
2.Take into consideration the recommendations of international human rights mechanisms and develop a national action plan for their implementation;
3.Share substantive information about the concrete efforts it has made to make progress on
the human rights crisis facing the country;
4.Release immediately and unconditionally all
those unlawfully and arbitrarily detained prisoners;
5.End the practices of prolonged, incommunicado and arbitrary detention in secret locations,
establish efficient, transparent mechanisms for
the registration of detainees and introduce adequate monitoring mechanisms to prevent torture
and inhuman or degrading treatment;
6.Ensure that all detainees are held in official places of detention and are afforded due
process rights, including access to a lawyer, family visits and the right to review the legality of their detention;
7.Investigate promptly allegations of human rights violations in the context of the national/
military service, including rape and sexual violence at Sawa military training camp, and
bring perpetrators to justice;
8.Develop independent rule-of-law institutions, and ensure the administration of justice by
independent, qualified professionals, including an independent judiciary, attorney general
and review bodies able to operate autonomously from the executive branch;
9.Take steps towards creating a safe civic space that allows the Eritrean people to participate freely in the conduct of the public affairs of their country;
10.Issue a standing invitation for country visits to the special procedure mandate holders
of the Human Rights Council and to the members of the African Commission on Human
and Peoples’ Rights;
11.Investigate the recruitment of children by the Eritrean armed forces to fight in Tigray
and take the necessary steps to prevent the conscription and deployment of child soldiers;
12. Investigate abductions and forced returns of Eritrean refugees and asylum seekers to
Eritrea and their subsequent military conscription; (see next page)
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1. Investigate the allegations of human rights and humanitarian law violations by Eritrean forces
in Ethiopia, and take specific measures to prevent their re-occurrence and to bring perpetrators
to justice in an impartial manner and in full respect for fair trial guarantees;
2.Immediately withdraw Eritrean forces from Ethiopia, and abstain from obstructing the access
of humanitarian personnel, food and supplies to the country;
3.Ensure that protective measures are in place in territories under the effective control of Eritrean troops in Ethiopia, and guarantee respect for international humanitarian and human rights
laws.
The Special Rapporteur also recommends that Member States and international organizations : (a) Keep Eritrea under close scrutiny until consistent and tangible improvements have
been made with regard to the human rights situation, and ensure that human rights issues remain at the core of any engagement with the country; (b) Exercise universal jurisdiction over
alleged crimes against humanity and grave human rights violations when an alleged offender is
present on the territory of a Member State or extradite him or her to another State in accordance with international obligations; (c) Urge the Government of Eritrea to end the two-decadelong practice of enforced disappearances, torture, arbitrary and incommunicado detention of
political opponents, prisoners of conscience and those detained because of their faith or religion; (d) Urge the Government of Eritrea to develop and adopt concrete plans to address its significant human rights challenges, with specific actions, timelines and benchmarks, and encourage the Eritrean authorities to consider the benchmarks proposed by the former Special Rapporteur, as well as the recommendations of international human rights mechanisms, in the design of its own action plan; (e) Urge the Government of Eritrea to uphold its obligation as a
member of the Human Rights Council to engage with the Council, as well as with its special
procedures, and to protect and promote human rights in Eritrea and globally; (f) Respect the
principle of non-refoulement, provide refugee status to Eritrean nationals seeking protection or
transiting through a Member State’s territory, in accordance with the provisions of international
law governing asylum and, in particular, the Convention relating to the Status of Refugees, and
enhance support and protection for Eritrean asylum seekers and refugees, paying special attention to the situation of unaccompanied minors; (g) Cooperate closely with Eritrean human rights
defenders and civil society organizations and support them in their efforts to promote human
rights in their own country and to support Eritrean refugees and asylum seekers, and provide
access to justice to Eritrean victims of human rights violations.

isaias to icc…. but whEn?
Justice seeking Eritreans hoped that the creation of a UN Commission of Inquiry in 2014 would
succeed one day to bring the Eritrean tyrant to justice and make him face the International
Criminal Court in The Hague. When the Commission finally submitted its findings that “since
1991 crimes against humanity have been committed in Eritrea” and that the case deserved referral to the ICC. In fact, the COI Chairman then stated that human rights violation in Eritrea
“are of a scope and scale seldom seen anywhere else in today’s world.” Over 15,000 Eritreans
gathered in front of the UN Geneva in June 2016 to celebrate the Commission findings. Similar
demonstrations were held in New York and other world metropolitans. (See p. 7)
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but nothing happened because the higher offices in the UN
system decided to ignore it. On 10 May 2022, an advocacy
group called Foundation of Human Rights for Eritreans tried
to remind the world that it has a duty to send the Eritrean
dictator to the ICC. The Netherlands-based foundation,
which is reverting to legal channels to show at least EU’s
part in the failure, blamed all concerned powers for discriminatory neglect of the matter. However, victims of the criminal
regime in Eritrea still hope that the 76-year old Isaias Afeworki will one day face justice. But when…?

EritrEa: rich land, poor pEoplE
Eritrea is usually described as one of the poorest in the world although researchers listing
world’s poorest do not include it in their lists for the simple reason of lack of tangible data. The
reality on the ground is also that, probably due to lack of peace in their country, Eritreans are
among the wretched of the earth. But the land and the regime are not poor. Exploiting its underground resources are long delayed although in recent years, a number of precious metals
were produced and exported -- but not for the benefit of the people. To wit, the over one billion
dollars that the Bisha mining company reportedly contributed to Eritrean state coffers in the
early 2010s did not change the economic condition of the population.
But how resourceful is the land? Eritrea and parts of northern Ethiopia occupy a sizable part of
the Arabian-Nubian Shield located on both parts of the Red Sea. This area is famed for its
huge deposits of precious metals like gold,
silver, copper zinc and lead. Other natural
resources that may be contained in its soil
also include oil, natural gas, gypsum, granite,
marble, limestone, and iron ore. On its part,
the volcanic region of Dankalia alone is said
to be containing the largest deposits of potash in the world.
They say it can supply the entire world demand for potash for 30 years. Around 16 mining companies are reported to be operating in
Eritrea at around 35 exploration and mining
projects. Many of them are from Australia, Bermuda, Canada, China, Libya, the United Arab
Emirates and the UK.A quick survey of the four ongoing projects can give a picture of what Eritrea would look like in the not much-distant post-dictatorship, post-Isaias era. (For simple calculations by curious readers: estimated current prices of mineral products are as follows: gold
$1840 per ounce (28 grams), silver $21.6 per ounce; copper $9,322 per ton; zinc $3,720 per
ton; potash $880 per ton.) (More on p.8)
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On its part, the volcanic region of Dankalia alone is said to be containing the largest deposits of
potash in the world. They say it can supply the entire world demand for potash for 30 years.
Around 16 mining companies are reported to be operating in Eritrea at around 35 exploration
and mining projects. Many of them are from Australia, Bermuda, Canada, China, Libya, the
United Arab Emirates and the UK.A quick survey of the four ongoing projects can give a picture
of what Eritrea would look like in the not much-distant post-dictatorship, post-Isaias era.
The Asmara Project
The Asmara Project around the Eritrean capital is the third mining project in the country after
the Bisha and Zara projects in western Eritrea. On 7 June 2022, the Chinese Ambassador in
Eritrea was reported to have inaugurated the new $500 million mining project with known deposits at Emba Derho, Adi Nefas, Gupo, and Debarwa. The estimated deposits are: 381,000
metric tons of copper,
850,000 tons of zinc,
436,000 ounces (oz) of gold,
and 11 million oz of silver.
The Asmara Project will
have a life span of 17 years.
At current prices, the so far
known deposited have the
estimated gross value of over $8 billion. This 60:40 joint venture between China and Eritrea will
mine in phase one high-grade copper from the Debarwa deposit by open pit methods. The ore
is to be loaded into containers in Massawa and shipped to China for sale to a smelter. It is to be
recalled that copper mining that was started in Debarwa in the early 1970s was interrupted by
fighters of the Eritrean Liberation Front (ELF) to deny Ethiopia new resources for continuing its
war in the country.
The Colluli Project for Potash
Described as “incredibly attractive,” exploration at the Colluli Project for mining of high grade
potash started in 2010 and is expected to start production soon. Its developers say that the project is not only the largest deposit in the world but also by far the shallowest and easiest to mine
potash deposit in the world. With over 200 years of mine life, the Eritrean potash project can
produce one million tons per year. The current annual world consumption of potash is seven
million tons. A UN report prepared by independent consultants concluded that the Colluli potash
project in Eritrea has “significant potential to boost the local economy.” This 50:50 venture project between Eritrea and the Australian firm Danakil will
employ about 10,000 workers by 2026. The report also
noted: “Another positive aspect of the project is that it will
not affect any animals
or plants because the
mine is located in an
uninhabited salt basin.”
Some estimates put its
gross value at over
$300 billion. >p.9
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Bisha Project
Now sold at $ 1.4 billion to a Chinese company by its developer Nevsun of Canada, Bisha
Project was the first mine in Eritrea that started production of gold and other precious minerals in 2011. Located about 150km
west of Asmara, the Bisha project
was expected to produce about 1.14
million oz of gold, 11.9 million oz of
silver, about one billion lb of zinc and
821 million lb of copper. Bisha that
employed about 1,500 workers, is
expected to produce copper and zinc
until 2025. More exploration in
nearby Harena and Mogoraib River basins will likely extend its mining life.
Zara Project
Started seven years ago, the project owns within it operation zone the high grade Koka gold
deposit and a substantial, largely unexplored, land package to the north and south of this
deposit. The Koka deposit is estimated to have
around five-million tons of ore that can yield
840 000 ounces of gold. The reports add that
the deposit further hosts a probable ore reserve of 4.6- million tons, at 5.1 g/t gold for the
760, 000 ounces. The project is focused on developing the Koka Gold Deposit to produce
104,000 ounces of gold per year over a 7 year
mine life.
At present, Chinese companies dominate the
shares for the Bisha, Zara and Asmara mining projects. It was also reported that detailed
reports on these projects have dried up since the Chinese firms held the 60:40 shares with
the Eritrean government-owned firm, ENAMCO.

And now, this Breaking News from Gogne, Eritrea:
As we go to press, the Alpha Exploration on 29 June 2022 reported new finds of huge deposits of gold and iron around Gogne, western Eritrea, that will soon turn its Kerkasha exploration zone as the biggest mining region in Eritrea.
It added that the new find will make a huge difference in the lives of Eritreans.
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rush to thE horn - also china is coming ForcEFully!
Soon after appointing her Special Envoy, Xue Bing, to the region, China sponsored her first
Horn of Africa conference in Addis Ababa between 20 and 22 June with seven countries of
the region taking part – except Eritrea. People say
that the reasons for Eritrea’s absence are not yet
known. But we Eritreans know them: the agenda
items for peace, good governance and development
were of no interest to the belligerent regime in Asmara. Yet, the sponsor country had hoped that the
conference would be a platform for the region’s leaders to settle their differences through negotiations. Aside from this, the rush to the Horn of world powers is of interest to the casual
observer, and of course a big concern to the peoples of the region.
Historical records remind us that the Scramble for Africa in the Horn intensified soon after the
opening of the Suez Canal in 1869. Again, the Scramble for the Horn is being intensified for a
good number of known reasons. And examples for the intensification include the recent rush
of big powers to have their Special Envoys in the region. So far, five such envoys have been
appointed by major powers including the EU. Eight countries have military bases in Djibouti
alone; they are: US, UK, China, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, and Saudi Arabia. Russia is
of course showing interest in the region and it may give the world new surprise in the
Horn. Presence of these forces side by side is feared to worsen existing geopolitical and geoeconomic instability in our area. The completion of each to be more acceptable, to be more
successful can lead to the feared encounter which is not much discernible now.
China in Eritrea: Chinese companies have been investing in Eritrea for some time. Already,
major investors in the three major mining projects of Bisha, Zara and Asmara are Chinese.
Eritrea has become part of China’s Belt and Road project and Massawa may probably become the hub of Chinese connections with central Africa, which is not bad. In late 2019, a
Chinese company reportedly began construction of part of the 500km road connecting Massawa and Assab, both possessing Special Economic Zones. Recent report also indicates
China granting a loan of USD 400 million rebuilding of Eritrean ports. Good but also bad....
China in the rest of Africa : China, a recent comer to the continent, has given billions of
dollars in loans to African countries. Some say the loans exceed 200 billion dollars. Western observers opine that this is a "debt-trap diplomacy" given with the intention of political
or economic concessions if the loan cannot be repaid.
The often cited example is that of Sri Lanka, a country
that was unable to pay back the debt. In its case, Sri
Lanka was obliged to give up its port to Chinese firms on
a 99-year lease. We cannot imagine Djibouti or Assab or
Massawa not falling to a similar trap. Is this a new wave
of colonization in a different dressing by another power
that is expected to be the sole superpower soon? Russia
could make similar moves alongside China in the not too
distant future.....Since Africa’s decolonization mostly 60 years ago, the West did little to
bring about real change in the lives of many Africans. But will China and Russia do better?
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Epdp
in
action
EPDP Central Council Prepares for 4th Party Congress:
The EPDP holdings its congresses every four years without any faltering. To this
end, an extraordinary meeting of the EPDP Central Council was held on 11 June to
discuss and decide on major issues related to the upcoming 4th party congress
next year. The Council thus created a 13member Preparatory Committee and a 7member Nomination Committee representing all party echelons. As is known,
the former committee is responsible for
preparing congress documents, logistics
and other related matters, while the
Nomination Committee, which is unique
of its kind in the Eritrean opposition,
prepares a list of candidates for election of the next Central Council of the party
through letting every party member to list her/his choice of the next batch of leaderships. This is done in a very democratic manner, and hopefully it will be emulated
by sister parties in post-dictatorship Eritrea.
10th EC Regular Meeting:
The nine-person EPDP Executive Committee held its 10 th regular meeting on 18 and
20 June in which reports of each office in second quarter were reviewed and
adopted. Led by Party Chairman Tesfai Woldemichael Degiga, the Committee underlined the importance of creating an effective umbrella of the Eritrean Political
Forces and giving appropriate attention to the Global Yiakil Movement. Party positions on sensitive developments in the region were also adequately discussed and
clarified.
Chairman Briefs Europe Zone:
EPDP chairman Tesfai Degiga met on 12 June with all party members in Europe per
invitation of Europe Zone chairman Haile Woldu and team. In the virtual meeting
continued for five hours, the chairman updated members on various
developments affecting Eritreans in the Horn of Africa region and
beyond.
Discussions raised during the question and answer session focused on party matters, in particular on how more youth could be
co-opted in the party and on day-to-day relations between party
branches and the Europe Zone leadership.
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Wad-Sherifey refugee School
endS academic year 2021-2022
After facing several interruptions during the 2021-2022 academic year, the refugee
school in Wad-Sherifey could finally end its school year on 8 May after a delay of two
months. The ups and downs in the academic year could be endured thanks to the dedication of teaching staff, according to Idris Ismail, the school supervisor. Many students
could not take part in the final exams but 604 could do it successfully.
Despite the frustrating interruptions due to developments in the region, the students
and staff were exceptionally pleased because the problems of water supply and electricity were finally resolved. The school supervisor also extended deep appreciation on
behalf of the students, the teaching staff and parents towards all those that continue to
help the 38-year old refugee school. Special gratitude was extended to the following
bodies and individuals:
> The leadership of the Eritrean Red
Cross-Crescent Society (ERCCS) that
administers the school with the continued encouragement and support of the
Social Affairs Office of the EPDP;
> The Geneva-based Eritrean-Swiss
Association
for
refugee
children
(ASEE), a charity which has been covering salaries of teaching staff for the
past 17 years;
> The ‘My Brother’s Keeper’ project of the US-based Orthodox Charity Eritrea (OCE)
that provided 10,000 USD for repair of school buildings that are now underway;
> The Global Yiakil Movement that covered salaries of school staff for four months
during the Covid-19 pandemic;
> The Women’s League of EPDP
who continually provided hygienic
materials (modes) for 200 school
girls;
> Compatriot Abel Ghebreyesus of
Canada who donated a copy machine with 20 packs of copy paper
and sports equipment;
> Compatriot Estefanos Beraki of
Seattle, USA, who donated a computer to the school to be given to a
girl student who tops her schoolmates in the final exams this year.
He also pledged to support with
money to that prize winner until she
finishes her schooling;
> The Sudanese Red Crescent of
Sudan who also continually give health services to the students, and
> The directorate for private schools in the Sudanese Ministry of Education that has
been sympathetic and supportive of this refugee school.
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